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THE CHALLENGE: To efficiently prevent Aspergillus spores contaminating patient environments.  

THE SOLUTION: THE DUST BARR, a mobile environment containment unit.  

THE SAVING:  

Of particular concern to an acute hospital in the North East of England was efficiently improving 

patient environment protection from airborne aspergillus spores.  

 Airborne aspergillus fungus spores can cause serious infection in people with a weak immune 

system, damaged lungs, and/or allergies. Sources of high numbers of Aspergillus spores include air 

conditioning unit’s and hospital building projects. When the ceiling mounted item is cleaned the 

aspergillus particles become airborne contaminating the ward environment and potentially infecting 

patients.  

The hospital found it was spending 6 hours of time on a single maintenance operation to overcome 

this problem. Their process included:  

 The removal of patients from ward beds 

 The purchasing of disposable plastic and scaffolding 

 The building of an environment containment unit using plastic and scaffolding 

 The de-construction and removal of the containment unit 

 Rapid response cleaning of the room. 

In response to these inefficient methods the Dust Barr was designed with support and input from 

the estates department and infection control nurses. It is a mobile unit that seals gently against the 

ceiling tiles containing dust and debris disturbed during routine maintenance within its pvc tent.  

With a Dust Barr on site the trust found it can manage routine maintenance more efficiently, as 

maintenance activities to ceiling mounted items can now be undertaken by one person in half the 

time. No repeat purchasing is necessary, as the Dust Barr offers a virtual lifetime of use.  The trust 

also found it is able to significantly reduce rapid response cleaning rates, and these facilities can be 

put to more efficient work in other areas of the hospital.  

Most importantly however, disruption to clinical services is minimized. In a ward of 6 beds, with 

ceiling mounted items down the middle, no patient movement is required. Overall ward closure is 

reduced. Indeed, with two Dust Barrs the hospital found it could engage more efficiently in building 

renovations, by running cables above the ceiling tiles without disrupting clinical services and closing 

patient areas.  

Using the Dust Barr, time savings were found to be half a day, for each maintenance task to a single 

ceiling mounted item. Moreover, overall expenses per clean were found to be approximately 

£200.00 less.   

Impressed with the significant annual savings in time and expenses, the trust now uses its four Dust 

Barrs over two hospitals on a weekly basis.  
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